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Ever since the original post, Ye has been going ballistic with revealing the enemy. This makes me proud to have mentioned him as one of the musicians I like since many years ago. Clearly he still has a soul in a world and sector where many have given up on this.

A question rises now on if Ye will survive or he will be assassinated. Public claims about "Jesus" will likely keep him within the "threatening goy but still safe because you're still buying the biggest swindle of the jews" territory. If they see further waking up, then time will tell. But he has to guard himself for real now.

Ari Emmanuel and gang don't have many ethics in that regard, they make people disappear everyday by these people as the Balenciaga things have showed everyone or the Epstein situation. Ye will definitely have to take measures here.

Naming them is one thing. If he also wakes up to the fact that Jesus is just another jewish hoax, this would put him on a very high danger level.

It's commendable what Ye is doing, he has been saying the Truth and I don't have a doubt the Gods might want to even help him. In regards to his presidential choice, it should be clear he doesn't have the abilities to run the United States, that's the only mis-step, yet this is not a stupid move in the situation where exposure is needed, but then again, so does Biden at this point.

In his mentions of Trump, he is being honest. The jew Kushner and the general bias of the jewish infiltration of his family is not proper.

He has adopted all the values of Spiritual Satanism - he speaks the facts on the enemy, he believes in his people and their progress to cast off the jewish yoke, he is against race warfare between Gentiles instigated by jews, but he also cared enough to put Truth above others such as White Lives Matter.

He believes in the higher power acts like he follows the Gods, he wants to do good deeds, and he has a track record of being interested in spirituality. He also doxxed Balenciaga and many of the rings and crimes of the enemy, and brought massive attention to them.
He ticks the boxes of mine for doing very well. Especially for being a slave prior that was deeply in bed with them. This proves that if one wants to do well by the higher powers, they can do it, and give up on the Jews. He sacrificed a lot just to speak out.

Tim Pool in the interview below just cucked and shut Ye down, which was typical of Tim still kissing the Israeli Flag and Chosen people, but that's to be expected.

I have to congratulate Ye for his recent shows of speaking and expression. We are free and kikes will not censor us because of their prelithic reptilian conspiracy.

[Ol argedco luciftias] wrote:

*It is a waste to watch the whole thing. Kanye was only there for about the first 20 minutes.*

*But he named the jews several times in multiple different crimes against humanity. To what will likely be an audience of more than a million people.*

*Tim Pool is a jackass but at least he gave an opportunity for Kanye to speak to a large audience.*

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufcDoegDNsk

_________________________

Original topic below, Oct 13 2022

Articles like this are all over my news feed, apparently Kanye West angered the kike celebrity overlords again.


"*Kanye West: if you see yourself at war with Jewish people, then you are, by definition, Antisemitic,*" Torres wrote.

*[My note, the jew here, is saying along the words that if Kanye has become aware of the Jewish Agenda and that this is antagonistic to his people and turns*
them into "Niggers" so jews can control them, he is an "Anti-Semite" as a result. Torres shows that he is guilty of understanding the above, but wants to pretend that Kanye just suddenly flipped out on the Jewish people for no reason.]

West's tweets came hours after Meta restricted his Instagram account over a post that was also seen as being antisemitic; that post was also removed.

In an indirect message to Meta CEO Mark Zuckerberg, the rapper and fashion designer tweeted a photo of him and Zuckerberg with the caption, "Look at this Mark How you gone kick me off Instagram."

Last week, West introduced a "White Lives Matter" T-shirt at his Yeezy Season 9 show in Paris. West was seen wearing the shirt alongside conservative political commentator Candace Owens.

The phrase has been described by the Anti-Defamation League and Southern Poverty Law Center as a white supremacist hate slogan that originated in 2015 as a racist response to the civil rights movement Black Lives Matter.

ABC News' Danielle Long contributed to this report.

[Karnonnos] wrote:
Kanye West's accounts have apparently been shut down at JPMorgan Chase Bank for expressing his opinions. Moderate conservative podcast owners have also had their accounts shut down with money seized. Now banking has become increasingly politicized... right after the Convid nonsense.
Well, I recently saw in the news certain things about Kanye West. If anyone remembers, I have commented on how I like Kanye West’s music because he is very intelligent. Certain people might have thought why I said this, but I have strong reasons to say this, and Kanye West is not your average musician, but has actually a musical genius about him which is most unusual.

As thus, he has been massively successful. Like all successful people however in this time and era, jews have overwhelming control over him and his life.

Unlike many fake "Whites", he also stands for his people and is not afraid to express this, and he understands they are living in Jewish Oppression in the United States. What he mentions and does now is important.

Kanye lately did more things about White people than many self-hating White people who kiss jew ass all day and just preach how we must kill ourselves and how great kikes are etc. have ever done, by triggering the public eye over dismantling Black Lives Matter [sponsored by Jew Soros] movement and then
making up a "White Lives Matter" shirt alluding to the genocide that is taking place towards White people in the United States.

Recently, I posted one thing about PayPal fining people for "Disinformation" and JoS's crypto transition. PayPal started kvetching about "Misinformation", and above we can see the more "serious banks" that were supposed to be transparent, are now making up every excuse in the world to ban use, even in "suspected" cases of "Anti-Semitism". Here, "Anti-Semitism" is just a remote criticism.

Kanye mentioned non specific things again, like that the jews have an AGENDA. As one can understand, even stating the obvious here, resulted in him getting the kick back of a lifetime.

He also posted messages from clearly FED's or jews who along the lines told him they wanted to physically assault him.

Kanye West also uploaded a photo which makes me clearly see that he is aware of the Jews and their control in the world and music industry, but also how they shaped the modern "Nigger" identity which turned his people into criminals and thugs while profiting from it.

He is not in agreement with the "Nigger" identity defining his people as this was created by the jews. He knows this.

Maybe he read information that points out to this obvious fact that the jews, for their own benefit, have turned his people into "Niggers", i.e., jewish slaves.

Kanye preaches another paradigm, that Black people must take responsibility for themselves and stop being bad members of civilization as the jews want them to be. In a sense he is fighting a war for his people now to explain this to them.

He might have also read that the slave trade was not done by "White people" but actually Jewish people.

Unfortunately, Kanye is a Christian, because he has not understood that Christianity is the biggest hoax of the jews, but maybe he will understand this in the future. I think when he understands this, he will feel betrayed for his life.

What apparently he likes in Christianity is the Solar Savior mythos which he seems to not know that is not sourced in the Jewish religion but rather Aryan religions predating it, and the Egyptian religion predating, which the jews later conveniently manipulated to create a total hoax.
That is normal because he seems to have an artistic warrior mentality, which makes him strongly opinionated, and seeing himself as persecuted by the jews. Yet maybe time will show to him that Christianity is actually the source of all evil and created by the jews to instate stronger control on all Gentiles.

Every time Kanye has shown any signs of understanding or awakening, they either abduct him into a mental institution, or they just attack him to no end publicly and put him through a trial of shame. He is not allowed to speak his mind or manage his money now.

The above should show to you why jews need to be removed from social and financial power in society, because they do not allow expression of anyone to take place. To wake up to their agenda always comes with serious ramifications.

The worst ramification however is to not react to them, as they slowly gnaw themselves on your civilization and steal it away from you, and later on use it against you to manifest their agenda.

Kanye seems to have understood the above and being victimized by jews and their agenda in the Music Industry, was forced to react.

Clearly, Kanye still has a long way to go towards his awakening, but his story should be seen as like what happens to people who even "partially wake up" against the jewish agenda, and happen to be under jewish influence for their life, finances and career.
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Reply from [Jack]:

This is one reason why decentralized Finance is so important for the future. These Jews are out of control just taking away people's wealth by pressing a button.
Reply from [Cowboy123]:

The accusations of Ye being anti semitic started years ago when he said “black people don’t have the same level of connections as Jewish people”. Which is true.

Recently the anti semitic accusations that got his IG account restricted was him saying Diddy was controlled by Jews. Which is true. Jews control hip hop from labels, distribution companies and entertainment companies.

Now the Chase bank has denied his account.

Ye is also coming from a Black Hebrew Israelite POV which is unfortunate. He believes blacks are the real Jews etc.

I hope he doesn’t he bow down and apologize though.

Reply from [Blackdragon666 [JG]]:

This is insane. They did this to other people like Andrew Tate. Shut him off everywhere

If anyone doubts our reverse Torah rituals are working, now the jews literally shut you down everywhere for being woke on any level. I wonder if Kanye has also been banned by Uber, Airbnb and other apps.

Candace Owens and Kanye have been doing some good work exposing the hypocrisy of Blacks in America.

I believe Candace Owens is releasing a documentary exposing how top BLM officials used the 80 million dollars they collected as donations to pay strippers and some other degenerate shit. Should be out tomorrow.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[FancyMancy] wrote:
If you find yourself at war with the jew. Most Humans don't find themselves at war with the jew; most Humans don't know that they are at war with the jew; most Humans don't know that they are anti-semitic.
Jews define "War" against them as you literally sitting there and getting a full attack, then if you do anything as much as blink during it you are at "War" with them, that's normal for them.

Reply from [The Alchemist7]:

This is all so rudely obvious from the jews. Black Lives Matter is all fine and nothing wrong with (despite of most of its members being communists, drug addicts, racists etc.), "White Lives Matter" (which would make sense to exist even according to the jewish standards of "racial equality") is labelled by the jews themselves through ADL as a White supremacist slogan, despite of most Whites being weak cucks who don't hate anybody.

Also this statement about Kanye telling Diddy that he was controlled by jews is not even negative for most people who are not aware of those things. In the eyes of the average joe down the street who knows nearly nothing about the jews, is objectively neutral to say that "jews are controlling Diddy" or anyone in general, because the average Joe has no clue that jews are the most evil people. So even with this in mind, Kanye West is still labelled as antisemitic despite of no real accusation in his statement. For that to be an accusation, it would mean that people know that jews are evil so "jews controlling someone" must be an evil thing in people's view, but is not the case since most people don't believe that jews are evil. Even the opposite probably most people see jews as smart people, or pitty them for "being persecuted for centuries" as the jews claim.

 Apparently one is only allowed to mention the jews only with the intention to praise them and obey to them, anything else, even completely neutral and harmless, is by default labelled as antisemitic. As I said is so obvious and in plain sight. I hope people will realize this and not treat it lightly. Is too bad people like Kanye who are brave enough to say even these mere neutral statements have to go through so much shit and problems in order for people to see how the jews act when they are being called out even with such minimal facts. If Kanye said the jews are doing ritual sacrifices or controlling the governments or managing pedophile sex rings in the entire world he would probably be dead or in prison now.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[Ramses] wrote:
Can't say I like Kanye or Andrew Tate all that much as far as I see it the enemies now bites itself more and more these days all the while the people now actively push back against their governments all be it mostly silently but I think they are beginning to get the picture now something along the lines of complete and utter resentment for your shitty leadership makes it all rather telling especially when they suddenly loose a massive amount of political power because a bunch of people got fed up with the usual muppet show that is the JWO.

I personally don't have a lot of love for most famous or rich people of this world regardless of whether they are aware of the Jews or not or the effect their actions have with me its guilt by association maybe that's unfair or harsh but we do not live in a fair or harsh world I do not expect them to give me any quarter don't expect any from me either Satan says wait so I wait eagerly.

I like Kanye, he has some out of place beliefs, but he is a creative person and for all his life tried to be real despite of being trapped in a totally fake show due to his fame.

As for Tate he is just an attention persona at this point, certain things were done clearly for him to gain attention. It seems he understood more now on how this can escalate in his life and that of others. He remains in the same manner quite arrogant, but that is to be expected.

Both as people do lack spiritually which is a foundational problem of both, in the case of Kanye, there is untapped potential. By going to the enemy, there is no potential coming up. They rather lose potential.

Regardless this is not about liking anyone, but about how they will delete people and even their finances the moment they even suspect they are against them in any form.

These posts are following this social phenomenon ongoing. The purging has began since 2017, let us not forget. I have mentioned many others whom I did not have to personally like, this is not personal here, I have to support people persecuted by the JWO machine.

Many also closely served it and they get to understand the price of this later, and the enemy showed them no remorse anyway.

JoS is like purged by default, but so were many others. Whether or not we like them, they fell victims to the jewish propaganda and control machine, and as thus the post.
Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

They are doing an actual defamation spree and public ritual of humiliation again Kanye. His mistake: just mentioning jwes have an agenda, lol.

Reply from [SSinHeartandSoul]:

This could be huge for our cause, Kayne west is a widely known artist just the fact that he says that the media is run by jews, and that jews have more power and connections when it comes to the music industry means that everyone is able to see this fact for themselves. Once people start to see that the media is run by jews, they are just one step away from discovering that basically everything of importance is run by jews.

Cogs will start to turn in the minds of the average man and woman, and slowly but surely the way they view the world will change for the better.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[magickeye9] wrote:
They just won’t leave this guy alone I came across this Forbes article declaring Kanye West is a billionaire no more. Jews aren’t even trying to hide their financial control but yet they bitch and flex when you expose them and then try to justify their actions. They want Kanye in the poorhouse.


Basically jews are on a non-stop assault on Kanye. They will try to bleed him financially and have him locked in the loonie house because he mentioned the obvious:

1. Jews have an agenda.
2. They enslave Blacks and Black artists in this case to act as pawns in that agenda
3. Jews will destroy all celebrities and every person's work the moment they do not want to comply with the agenda in full.
4. Ye also reiterated a known truth to the public that they own simply too much and have overwhelming control of the planet.

What happens now to Ye is a significant move as it's a war between Blacks and Jews commencing, because the Jews have enslaved Black people for way too long, and Ye was the first "slave" to actually raise his head and admit it was the jews.

Naturally the jews attacked with rabid and above all his finances and legacy.

For the laughs in the situation I'd do one protection to Ye so that everything they do to him backfires on the jews. Yet I am busy with the next works that we have to do. But Ye is honestly outnumbered against all the kikes and besieged from all sides.

Jesus the Jew isn't helping either in this case, likely he is praying to the lord of the jews only so he gets backstab after backstab. I kind of sympathize with his horrendous situation, making it to the billions, being sicced a hidden jewess and Clinton servant on his side, and then all jews pulling a major attack on him from all sides the moment he understands he was conned.

They are literally digging his grave now only because he made mean comments and just said that they "have an agenda" which they themselves openly admit anyway.

**Reply from [Kamonnos]:**

Sports organizations have banned his school from participating in tournaments as well now. What the hell does Kanye saying something have to do with the students? This is complete overkill. I've seen the reaction from certain black sites and even from people who loathe Kanye are saying this level of scrutiny and blackballing seems over the top, many are also naming the instigators.

In any case this is perfect to deconstruct the ideas about 'privilege'. Because according to 'privilege theory' (where only white people can be meaningfully racist... because 'privilege'), how can a supposedly disenfranchised and powerless black man genocide such a wealthy, disproportionately influential and powerful ethno-religious group just by saying mean things? It makes zero sense.
Reply from [VoiceofEnki]:

Unfortunately I don't see it ending well for him, because he adheres to xianity in his mind.

Xianity will be the end of him for real. It keeps him frail and weak, and completely under the enemy thumb.

Had he been with Satan at this point, literally everything against him would backfire and he would be laughing in their dumb faces now.

Unfortunately, he isn't because he's been conned on all levels, still enslaved at the soul even if his mind seeks freedom and lashes out against those who "enslaved" him.

Reply from [Blackdragon666 [JG]]:

[Cowboy123] wrote:

In Ye’s recent interview he listed all the media companies with Jews at the top and literally showed a chart that detailed this. Funny how they can’t prove Ye wrong.

They've wiped away over half his net worth, canceled him everywhere, he has lost all deals, yet he still stands strong. Ye is the only man in the western music industry who has faced the enemy head on without relenting.

Everyone else has their tail tucked between their legs. Nick Cannon merely lost his job and caved.

Everyone in the music or film industry knows it's Jewish run. Very few ever have the courage this man has. And even if he caves eventually the damaged he has caused them are very big and will eat away at them for a long time.

Now they are paranoid over the next goy that doesn't play by the script.

Reply from [Ivan]:

I'm a huge fan of Kanye West and have been since I was a kid. I always admired him for being genuine, honest and outspoken. I've been in the Kanye loop for a
while. I'm not sure if anyone remembers, some people don't know at all, but in 2016 at one of his concerts Kanye went on a little rant saying "f**k you" to mainstream radio, Mark Zuckerberg, JayZ and Beyonce etc. and exposed many things on stage.

https://youtu.be/bkUjr99epJh8

Two days later he was hospitalized and put in a 5150 for "erratic behavior".


After this he didn't look so well in paparazzi pics, like they tried to zap his brain or something and he was constantly tweeting references from the movie "Get Out" saying he was out of the "sunken place".

You can image search the rest of his tweets and they will show up. He exposed Kris Jenner for pimping out Kim Kardashian and her sisters for fame and money and that they were evil and he wants to protect his kids from Kris. It's no secret the Kardashians are jewish witches working for the jewish mafia, just look into the "kardashian curse" where every man that crosses them meets great misfortune. Just look at how they all are acting and Kim's fake crocodile tears when she hears about Kanye.

https://youtu.be/W6dgggoSDFY

Yesterday, Kanye posted screenshots of text messages from Jewish celebrity personal trainer Harley Pasternak, threatening Kanye to get him institutionalized again and medicate him to the point he is back in "zombieland" forever. These Jews really are sick. I assume this is the "friend" who called Kim in the youtube video above.
What should be obvious by now is that I was raised to stand for my truth regardless of the consequences.

So I will say this again: I was mentally misdiagnosed and nearly drugged out of my mind to make me a manageable well-behaved celebrity.

I’m going to help you one of a couple ways… First, you and I sit down and have an loving and open conversation, but you don’t use cuss words, and everything that is discussed is based in fact, and not some crazy stuff that dumb friend of yours told you, or you saw in a tweet.

Second option, I have you institutionalized again where they medicate the crap out of you, and you go back to Zombieland forever. Play date with the kids just won’t be the same.
I was told that if I expose the truth of the bad business practices everything is gonna be taken from me. Including my black children.

And everyone has bore whiteness to the public Emmett Tilling of Ye.

But GOD has put something on my heart not to backdown.

Harley Samuel Pasternak is a Canadian-American personal trainer, motivational speaker, author, television host and spitter. Pasternak is known for his books The Body Reset Diet and The 5-Factor Diet, along with working with many celebrity clients as a personal trainer.

Wikipedia

Born: August 6, 1974 (age 48 years), Toronto, Canada

Spouse: Jessica Hirsch
They did the exact same thing to Michael Jackson and Britney Spears along with many other celebrities. Let's just hope Jews don't take him out.
Reply from [Cowboy123]:

[HP. Hoodedcobra666] wrote:

[Cowboy123] wrote:

[Blackdragon666 [JG]] wrote:

They've wiped away over half his net worth, canceled him everywhere, he has lost all deals, yet he still stands strong. Ye is the only man in the western music industry who has faced the enemy head on without relenting.

Everyone else has their tail tucked between their legs. Nick Cannon merely lost his job and caved.

Everyone in the music or film industry knows it's Jewish run. Very few ever have the courage this man has. And even if he caves eventually the damaged he has caused them are very big and will eat away at them for a long time.

Now they are paranoid over the next goy that doesn't play by the script.

They're trying to put him in a conservatisip like Britney Spears was in. Literally trying to ruin him for telling the truth about the Jews. Of course he's a Christian and kind of a Black Hebrew Israelite. But he says *some* truth and he's literally Hitler. Lol

It is sad. As mentioned above, they prepare him for the loonie bin. Whether or not he has money to keep a legal defence going, is something one would hope he has. As the kikes could orchestrate something to take him in without recourse.

After this he will likely come out having "Forgot" any of this or might die in there by some sort of heart complication or simply falling off from somewhere, unlucky him.

If anyone says anything objective or true in this world and mentions the "Chosen", they will go to the loonie bin, because they don't exist goy you are imagining everything, LOL...
They don't exist to such an extent you can be racist to everyone on the planet by basis of any gender, ideology, belief system, or religion, but if you mention the "DEFINITELY NON EXISTING AND NON CONSPIRATOR JEWS", you will find yourself broke, dead, or in the loonie house.

Ye posted on Parler what his Jewish attorney told him

“On my last and final meeting with Bob Cohen he told me “if I keep up anti-Semitic rhetoric you'll loose custody of your children” So let me get this straight If I complain about Jewish business practices it’s considered anti Semitic So my custody lawyer was basically telling me If you complain about getting done wrong in business You will loose custody of your children And this was the guy on my side”

Just recently Ye tweeted screenshots of texts he had with his Jewish therapist Harley Samuel Pasternak. Ye said that he was misdiagnosed by this jew back a few years ago when he was hospitalized and 51/50 by this Jew. Recently The Jew told him that if Ye doesn't cooperate “ I will have you institutionalized again where they medicate the crap out of you, and you go back to zombie land forever. Play date with the kids just won't be the same.”

Ye tweeted

“ What should be obvious by now is that I was raised to stand for my truth regardless of the consequences

So I will say this again I was mentally misdiagnosed and nearly drugged out of my mind to make me a manageable well behaved celebrity”

These Jews have been attacking him for years and all he did was the crime of noticing the tribe of his attackers.